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Hello, this is Alex Tetteh-Lartey. And there's more good news to begin 
today's "Arts and Africa". Not quite on the global scale of the Nobel Prize for 
Literature that was awarded last week to Wole Soyinka, the Nigerian author but 
good news, nevertheless. It's only a matter of weeks till we learn which Commonwealth 
poet is this year's overall winner of the prestigious (and I mean a prize of £5,000) 
British Aiways Corrmonwealth Poetry Prize. But already we know who's in the running 
from Africa. For a special prize for a first-time published collection it ' s Ifi 
Amediume from Nigeria for her collection "Passion Waves". And for the main prize 
another Nigerian poet, Niyi osundare for his collection "'!he Eye of the Earth". 
They both have our very best wishes when the final choice is made. And of course 
the names - and the poets themselves - will be here on ' Arts and Africa' when 
the time comes. 

For today ' s prograrrme I'm very happy to say I can introduce someone I've always 
longed to meet, one of the giants of West African music. 

MUSIC: ALL FOR YOU 

ALEX TE'ITEH-LARTEY 

Yes, the unmistakable King of Highlife, E.T.Mensah. I grew up listening 
to the music of his band, The Tempos, in Accra in the 'S0's but E.T.Mensah belongs 
to the whole of West Africa while he remains very much a Ghanaian. 

MUSIC: ALL FOR YOU 

ALEX TE'ITEH-LARTEY 

The other day I had the pleasure of his company and conversation when 
I went to see him at his daughter's home in Manchester in the north of England. 
He isn't in the best of health but he obviously enjoyed telling me about his early 
days, about his band and about the music that made him faroous right round the 
coast of West Africa, I mean, of course, highlife. 

'!he reputation of E.T.Mensah and of highlife went hand in hand in the 'SO's 
and '60's. It's hard to realise there was a time before highlife but E.T., as 
he likes to be called, told me how he believes highlife came into being. 
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E. T.MENSAH 

'Itlere were so many names for indigenous songs and when it was time for the 
band to play they referred to all the indigenous music as 'highlife': nPlace 
yourself!n, that means place yourself on the floor and dance. When Ghana got 
its independence in 1967 they wanted a correct name for what they term 'highlife'. 
'Highlife' had already been established, it refers to all the folklore music going 
on at that t.iJTe and the Arts Council of Ghana in 1975 gave me the title 'King of 
Highlife' and gave me a stool. So that name, 'highlife' has come to be established. 

ALEX TETI'EH-LARTEY 

Now if you go to Nigeria and you tell the Nigerians that highlife started 
i n Ghana, they wi ll tell you: 'No, highlife started in Nigeria'. Now you are 
an expert both on Ghana and Nigeria with your music so which of these countries 
do you think has a better claim to the origination of highlife? 

E.T.MENSAH 

It's not a question of claiming at all. The music of highlife is indigenous 
to all the people of West Africa: Nigeria, Ghana, French countries up to Guinea, 
traces of highlife is there, its our own music, but they were dormant, they were 
not being developed. But when in 1962 my recordings came out, Medofo Mwapa, Tea 
Samba and All for You, when they came out in 1952, it went into the listening 
ears far away in Nigeria, so they knew exactly what was being played . So when 
I followed up with my band and went to Nigeria and played highlife, they knew 
what I was playing. The music is there. 

ALEX TETTEH- LARTEY 

Now during the 'SO's when independence came to Africa starting with Ghana, there 
was a whole outgrowth of musicians, band music of which you formed part. Do you 
think it's the coming of independence which let to the productive period of these big 
bands, or do you think they just happened to be there at the time independece came? 

E.T.MENSAH 

It's very strange. When independence came all the political parties wanted music 
sometimes for political rallies or for corrmercial reasons, so highlife developed. 
Everybody wanted music which could kick the people to dance and to get their beer sold. 

ALEX TETI'EH-LARTEY 

Well now you are talking about beer, could I mention this fact that there were 
many bands, as we've said, the Broadway Band, the Black B's Band, Red Spots, and the 
whole lot of them: now all of them have disappeared, but your band, the Tempos, managed 
to live on for a very long time, why do you think that was? 

E.T.MENSAH 

The point is, mus1c1ans are not stationary. When they develop inside the band 
they felt they could make their own band and become popular or make money out of it. 
So musicians come and go and you've got to get another one, so if you are a bandleader 
and you cannot train properly you can't get replacements. 
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ALEX 'I'E'ITEB-LARTEY 

So a lot of the credit goes to your qualities as a musician, you could train 
bandsmen? 

E.T.MENSAH 

Correct. During those days there were no professional players at all. If you 
have not got the patience and if you don't have the technical knowhow and you could 
not train any player it means when you have assembled a band and one or two leave the 
band must fold up. 

MUSIC: NKEBO BAAYE 

ALEX TETI'EH-LARTEY 

Now you are known very well for your trumpet playing, although you also play 
the saxaphone? 

E.T.MENSAH 

I studied the trumpet to solve a problem in my band, because the music of the 
trumpet carries much further than other instruments when you have a band and the trumpeter 
leaves the band is finished, so I studied the trurnpet to solve that problem. When 
I've got a trurnpet player he should come and play second. I play the first and then 
I could change from trurnpet to altosax and that made me to carry on with my band for 
a long time. 

ALEX TE'ITEH-LARTEY 

were you trained in trurnpet playing? 

E. T.MENSAH 

I could say I was: Yes, I was self-taught. That means I read tutors, music 
tutors on the trurnpet and I studied. 

MUSIC: NKEOO BAAYE 

ALEX TE'ITEH-LARTEY 

well I find the trurnpet a very dignified instrument and I've tried to learn how 
to play it. I was able to produce a very good note once and I was never able to repeat 
that note. 

E.T.MENSAH 

The trurnpet is a very difficult instrument. I will tell you something : As I 
had a protruding tooth at the front of my mouth I couldn't blow the trurnpet but because 
I wanted to study the trurnpet to solve the problem with my band the tooth was removed. 
When you close the mouth you force a sound between the flesh of the upper and lower 
lips. You have to get it into the trurnpet through the mouthpiece, just like this. 
( ILLUSTRATION) From my mouth, ~ 9:£,. so when you do that it gets into the trurnpet 
and the sound which you want can come. 
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ALEX TETl"Eli-LARTEY 

Would anybody else making that sound get the same sound on the trumpet? 

E.T.MENSAH 

No you need some practice, you need some practice. (ILLUSTRATION) 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Now your style of highlife music is very very distinctive, anybody who hears 
that sound will immediately know: Yes, this is E.T.Mensah and this is the Tempos Band. 
Much of this comes out of the type of harmony you employ. Now in the ordinary native 
guitar music, there are two voices probably singing different melodies, but you don ' t 
have this complete harmonization as we have in your music. Why did you chose to 
harmonize highlife music that way? 

E.T.MENSAH 

It is the harmony which will bring out the inner feeling of the song. Nowadays, 
you know, the boys say they are playing jazz or whatnot and they play flourishes. 
Flourishes alone cannot satisfy me personally but there are certain types of flourishes 
which go according to the sequence of harmony, that is correct. So through harmony 
you can get the charm and the beauty of a song, that is my feeling. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Did you get this skill at harmony from any formal training as a musician? 

E.T.MENSAH 

In fact I learnt more by playing hymns, I could play the organ. Rhythm would 
get the people to shake and jump and to do sort of funny things to enjoy the music. 
But harmony, this is the inspiration and so if you are a lover of good music you 1ike 
my highlife. 

MUSIC: FOM FOM 

ALEX TE'ITEH-LARTEY 

The voice and the music of E.T.Mensah. Well, in the afternoon we spent together 
we talked a lot more about his long career - and I promise we'll be hearing more from 
E.T. in the near future. So let me remind you that I'll be here with more 'Arts and 
Africa' next week at this time. Until then, from Alex Tetteh-Lartey it's goodbye. 

MUSIC: FOM FOM 


